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About Vanderbilt and Nashville
q Small, private university

o Founded in 1873 with $1M gift from Cornelius Vanderbilt

o Small student body
• 6750 undergraduates
• 5960 graduate and professional degree  

students
• 53% of student population are women

q Ranked (#15) in US News & World Report top 25 universities
o Also ranked in top 25 in US Federal Government research funding

q Located in, and highly integrated with, Nashville
• Music City, USA and the Athens of the South
• ~1.6M population metropolitan area
• Bon Appetit magazine: the “coolest, tastiest city in the south” 
• Athens of the South: 20 universities and colleges within a 60 km radius
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Motivation - Computational Materials 
Discovery

q Computational discovery of new materials is emerging as a new subfield of computational materials 
science developing out of the Materials Genome Initiative (MGI), e.g.:

o The Materials Project
• https://materialsproject.org
• Properties of over 500,000 materials and screened 69,000 of these for Li-ion batteries.

§ Based on use of low-level electronic structure methods on crystalline (ordered) materials

o Screening of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs)1

• 137,953 hypothetical MOF structures generated
§ Each MOF evaluated for methane storage at 35 bar  

and 298 K using grand canonical Monte Carlo
• ~300 MOFs had higher methane-storage capacity at 35 bar than  

current world record
o Crowdsourced Clean Energy Project database at Harvard
• http://www.molecularspace.org
• Data and analyses on 2.3 million candidate compounds for organic photovoltaics
• Ab initio methods applied to single molecules, linking structural and electronic properties
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[1] Wilmer, et al., Large-scale screening of hypothetical metal–organic frameworks. Nature 
Chemistry, 4 (2011) 83-89. doi:10.1038/nchem.1192
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Motivation - MGI for Soft Matter

q In soft matter, predominant physical behaviors occur at energy scales comparable with kBT
o Quantum aspects generally unimportant
o Weak dispersion interactions frequently dominate
• Contrast with hard materials

§ Energy scales large by comparison to kBT  
§ Relatively easy to predict properties since atoms/molecules are typically in crystalline lattice

o It can be difficult to predict properties directly from atomic or molecular constituents
• Soft matter often self-organizes into mesoscopic physical structures that are larger than microscopic scale yet much 

smaller than the macroscopic scale 
§ Macroscopic properties are result of mesoscopic structure
§ Hard materials typically have no mesoscopic structuring

• Many steps are needed to gather properties based on a given chemistry and condition
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MoSDeF  
Molecular Simulation and Design Framework

q Motivation - develop a platform for performing MGI-style screening of soft-matter systems
o Goal:

o The procedures grouped into the arrow can be considered a “cottage industry” that is not always easy to 
reproduce
• Only a few people have the knowledge to reproduce the specific simulation

§ Procedures are not always well documented/described
§ The properties may depend on the exact details of the procedures

• Ad hoc tools/scripts are not always made available
§ Software may be highly specific and not extensible
§ Software may be poorly written and not be well validated
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q Motivation - develop a platform for performing Materials Genome Initiative (MGI) style screening 
of soft-matter systems
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MoSDeF 
Molecular Simulation and Design Framework

q Motivation - develop a platform for performing Materials Genome Initiative (MGI) style screening 
of soft-matter systems

o To do so, need to automate each of these steps and be able 
to combine them together
• Model-Integrated Computing (MIC)

§ Developed by Vanderbilt researchers in the Institute for Software  
Integrated Systems (ISIS)

• Used in a wide variety of applications where scientific/engineering workflows  
require automation and integration to achieve complex goals
§ Car manufacturing assembly line automation and control (GM)
§ Health records management (NIH)
§ Amphibious infantry fighting vehicle design (DARPA)

• MIC involves meta-language abstraction
o MoSDeF is an outgrowth of three NSF grants joint with ISIS
• NSF CDI CBET 1028374, NSF SSI ACI 1047828, NSF SSE ACI 1535150
• MoSDeF also seeks to address simulation reproducibility
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Sztipanovits, J. Karsai, G., "Model-integrated computing," Computer, 30, 110-111 (1997)

MoSDeF 
Molecular Simulation and Design Framework

q Why does MoSDeF promote simulation reproducibility and why is this important?
o In a science-skeptic world, the “reproducibility crisis” in scientific research has emerged as critical issue
• http://www.nature.com/news/reproducibility-1.17552

o Reproducibility in computational science is becoming a forefront issue in the computational science community
• Automation is a key device for reproducibility

§ Sandve, G. K. et al. (2013), Ten simple rules for reproducible computational research, PLOS Comp. Bio. (editorial), Vol. 9(10):1–4, doi: 
10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003285

• “Reproducible computational research, in which all details of computations—code and data—
are made conveniently available to others, is a necessary response to [the credibility] crisis.”
§ Donoho, D. et al. (2009), Reproducible research in computational harmonic analysis, Comp. Sci. Eng. 11(1):8–18, doi: 10.1109/

MCSE.2009.15
• GUIs are the enemy of reproducibility

§ Lorena A. Barba,  George Washington University; see her blog http://lorenabarba.com/category/blog/ and "The hard road to 
reproducibility", Science, 354(6308):142 (October 2016)
» Reinhart and Rogoff 2000 Excel-based paper alleging a correlation between high government debt and low growth

o Scriptability, open-source, complete data dissemination needed to reproduce published simulations are goals 
inherent to MoSDeF
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q Surface functionalization
o Need ability to express patterns
o Expose parameters that tune chemistry

q Flexible force field development and dissemination
o Few force fields exist for all chemistries we care about
o Not certain how accurate existing FFs will behave under high shear conditions
o Collaborators and group members developing for specific systems

q Desire to use different simulation engines (engine agnostic)
o LAMMPS, HOOMD, GROMACS all currently used in group

q MoSDeF is open source, built on open source components

Missing Functionality in Existing Tools
9

Nuzzo et al., JACS, 1983, 105
q In molecular dynamics simulation, we save numerically some variant of Newton’s equations

q Potential energy is described by a force field with as many as hundreds of parameters (e.g.)

φ

Aside on Force Fields
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system. Ideally this can be done from first principles, solving the electronic structure for a particular
configuration of the nuclei, and then calculating the resulting forces on each atom [12]. Since the
pioneering work of Car and Parrinello [13] the development of ab initio MD (AIMD) simulations has
grown steadily and today the use of the density functional theory (DFT) [14] allows to treat systems
of a reasonable size (several hundreds of atoms) and to achieve time scales of the order of hundreds
of ps, so this is the preferred solution to deal with many problems of interest. However quite often
the spatial and/or time-scales needed are prohibitively expensive for such ab initio methods. In such
cases we are obliged to use a higher level of approximation and make recourse to empirical force field
(FF) based methods. They allow to simulate systems containing hundreds of thousands of atoms during
times of several nanoseconds or even microseconds [15, 16]. On the other hand the quality of a force
field needs to be assessed experimentally. And here again neutrons play a particularly important role
because while many different experimental results can be used to validate some of the FF parameters, the
complementarity mentioned above makes neutron scattering a particularly useful tool in this validation
procedure.

Therefore in the first part of this short review I will introduce briefly what is a FF, which are the
main terms entering into the description of a standard FF, and which are the current lines of research
in order to develop more accurate interatomic potentials. A historical account of the development of
FFs in connection with molecular mechanics is given by Gavezzotti [17]. He also reviews the problems
to derive the terms entering into the FF directly from the electronic density obtained from quantum
mechanical (QM) calculations and the inherent difficulty in assigning a physical meaning to these terms.
General reviews about empirical force fields can be found in references [18–20] and a comprehensive
compilation of available FFs is supplied in [21]. In the second part I will review the principles of MD
simulations and the main concepts and algorithms employed will be introduced. Useful reviews have
been written recently by Allen [22], Sutmann [23–25], and Tuckerman and Martyna [26]. And for a
more comprehensive overview the interested reader is referred to the excellent textbooks of Allen and
Tildesley [27], Haile [28], Rapaport [29] or Frenkel and Smit [30].

2. FORCE FIELDS

2.1 Definition

A force field is a mathematical expression describing the dependence of the energy of a system on
the coordinates of its particles. It consists of an analytical form of the interatomic potential energy,
U (r1, r2, . . . , rN ), and a set of parameters entering into this form. The parameters are typically obtained
either from ab initio or semi-empirical quantum mechanical calculations or by fitting to experimental
data such as neutron, X-ray and electron diffraction, NMR, infrared, Raman and neutron spectroscopy,
etc. Molecules are simply defined as a set of atoms that is held together by simple elastic (harmonic)
forces and the FF replaces the true potential with a simplified model valid in the region being simulated.
Ideally it must be simple enough to be evaluated quickly, but sufficiently detailed to reproduce the
properties of interest of the system studied. There are many force fields available in the literature,
having different degrees of complexity, and oriented to treat different kinds of systems. However a
typical expression for a FF may look like this:
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q Three key tools being developed under the MoSDeF Suite 
o mBuild
• A hierarchical, component-based toolkit for construction of complex molecular systems

o Foyer
• A general atom-typer for determining the proper force field parameters

o metaMDS
• Simulation configuration and execution

q MoSDeF also utilizes other open source software within the toolkit
o InterMol, ParmEd, MDTraj, OpenMM
• File format conversions, trajectory analysis, data structures

o PACKMOL
• Filling boxes and solvating structures

o Python Scientific Stack: Numpy, Scipy, Matplotlib, Jupyter Notebooks, NGLView
• Python libraries for numerical analysis, plotting, script encapsulation, visualization

o OpenBabel, OpenMM
• Energy minimization

MoSDeF - Tools
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Missing Functionality in Existing Tools
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mBuild: a Hierarchical Molecular Builder
q Sketch or otherwise create simple components (dashed boxes)
q Combine operations on components into more complicated structures

o Our applications (nanotribology, supercapacitors, skin lipid self-assembly) typically involve interfacial systems

q Everything is scriptable
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Example: polymerization

q Above code with additional features is provided as mb.Polymer
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port2 
‘down’

port1  
‘up’

mb.Polymer(10)



Exposing Tunable Chemistry as Simple 
Variables
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β-cristobalite

4.7 x 4.1 nm

β-cristobalite

14.1 x 8.2 nm

CH2

CH3 (CH2)5 Silane

Alkylsilane monomer

monolayer = AlkaneMonolayer(chain_length, pattern, n_tiles)

pattern = Random2DPattern(100)
chain_length = 5
n_tiles = [2, 3, 1]

pattern = Grid2DPattern(5, 5)
chain_length = 20
n_tiles = [1, 1, 1]

Alkylsilane monolayera b

a b

The idea is abstraction:  
users typically do not have to interact 

with low-level code constructing systems 
making it easier to perform screening

Systems are generated via well defined 
recipes that can easily be shared and 

reproduced

Using mBuild: CER Multilayer
q Easily build a ceramide multilayer with just a few lines of python

o Read in molecule from pdb file
o Build leaflet, then stack leaflets
o 18 lines!
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Atom Typing and Applying Force Fields
q Need general purpose atom typer

o Arbitrary chemistry means we cannot rely on templates
o Needs to be easy to develop new atom types and associated logic
o Don’t want to rely on rigid rule hierarchies for atom type definitions
• With rigid rule hierarchies, order matters!
• Ordered least to most general

q Removing gap between logic and parameters
o Parameters exist in various files
o Logic often encoded as series of if/else statements deep in source code
o Why not combine the two?

q Similar concept being developed by Open Force Field group 
o https://github.com/open-forcefield-group/
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Foyer: Applying and Disseminating force fields
q End user should only require

o Force field file
o Chemical topology

21

Adding Atom Type Definitions  
to OpenMM XML

q OpenMM XML file convenient to extend
o Existing infrastructure
o Great support for custom functional forms

q Add machine/human readable SMARTS
o Provides syntax for describing chemistry

22

Foyer Forcefield Format
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…

…

…

Snippets from the OPLS force field

Foyer Forcefield Format
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…

…

…

SMARTS definition



Foyer Forcefield Format
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…

“Overrides” for assigning precedence

Foyer Forcefield Format
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Foyer Forcefield Format
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q Template repo for building Foyer-compatible force field files
o https://github.com/mosdef-hub/forcefield_template
o Skeleton force field file
o Skeleton testing setup
• User needs to only add correctly typed .mol2 files

o Tutorial for adding SMARTS definitions
• Walk-through for adding more and more complex definitions
• Testing with small example set of hydro carbons from alkanes through alkenes and benzene
• How to run tests with py.test and enable TravisCI for your repo

q Force field development within our group
o  

o Coarse-grained models for skin lipids
o Automating force field derivation for supercapacitor electrodes

Promoting Dissemination of Force Fields
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MetaMDS - Overview
q MetaMDS was designed with the goal of being able to perform screening simulations

o It can submit large batches of jobs with various input parameters

q MetaMDS relies on 3 key inputs:
o mBuild “recipe”
• This tells metaMDS how to construct the system
• Allows us to screen over not just thermodynamic properties, but over different structures/molecules/etc.

o Simulation template
• This is a script that encapsulate the underlying simulation routines/calls

o List(s) of parameters to vary
• These parameters are used to change thermodynamic states in the simulation script and change inputs to the mBuild 

recipe
• These lists could also include different forcefields to evaluate

31

MetaMDS - Screening
q By using simulation templates, mBuild recipes, and simple parameter lists, we can create a 

streamlined, abstracted interface
o Users only need a few lines of code to do large scale, complex screening
o Individual elements can be easily tested before large scale deployment
o All procedures are well documented and described

32

User interface is Python notebook (c.f. Mathematica)



MoSDeF
q Building a community

o Hackathon in February 2017 with representation from 11 research groups and ExxonMobil
o Goal of learning how to use MoSDeF and become co-developers
• Add force fields

§ Currently support OPLS, TRAPPE, specific force fields (e.g., ionic liquids)
§ Wish to add other standard forcefields (e.g., bio forcefields, ReaxFF generic and specialized) plus workflows to automate forcefield 

derivation
• Add simulation workflows for specific properties and applications

§ Currently support many standard workflows, coarse-graining (MSIBI), etc
§ LONG wish list!

• Add simulation packages
§ Currently support LAMMPS, GROMACS, HOOMD-Blue
§ Wish to add open-source AIMD codes, Monte Carlo (e.g., Cassandra), other MD codes

o NSF project (2018-2021) to support next MoSDeF cycle
• Michigan (Glotzer, HOOMD-blue, Signac), Notre Dame (Maginn, Cassandra, force fields), Wayne State (Potoff, GOMC, 

force fields), Minnesota (Siepmann, CP2K, TRAPPE force fields), Boise State (Jankowski, force fields, methods), Delaware 
(Jayaraman, polymer force fields, methods), Houston (Palmer, crystallization/melting methods)
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Putting it All Together:  
Signac Framework

q Recently adopted in place of metaMDS
q Define heterogenous parameter spaces
q Provides link between data and metadata

o Every job and its data is tied to a point in parameter space
o Provides glue for seamless building, execution and analysis

34

Adorf et al., arXiv:1611.03543 [cs.DB]

Developed by Simon Adorf,  
now in Glotzer group

q Our tribology operations
o mBuild + save with foyer 
o Energy minimize
o Equilibrate
o Compress
o Shear at range of normal loads

q Customize compute environment
o Defaults provided for common environments
o Collection of environments for major computing 

centers 
• Oak Ridge Leadership Class Facility (OLCF)
• National Energy Research Supercomputing Center (NERSC)
• National Institute of Computational Science (part of XSEDE)

Putting It All Together
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Query state 
point 

statuses

Custom environment definition 
(truncated for clarity)

Intro to Nanotribology

q Micro- and nano-electromechanical devices (MEMS and NEMS) used in a wide range of 
applications

o Accelerometers
• Airbag deployment
• Consumer electronics

§ Apple iPhone, Nintendo Wii

o Micromirror arrays 
• HD projectors (DLP TV)

o Sensors

q Typically applications avoid  
parts in contact

o Surface forces such as adhesion, stiction,  
friction, and wear dominate

q Lubrication schemes needed for devices  
to reach full potential

36
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Monolayer Lubricants

q Considerations for nanoscale lubrication systems
o Low surface energy 
• Minimize adhesion

o Low friction coefficient (μ) 
• Minimize friction

o Robustness/durability
• Wear-resistance

q Alkylsilane monolayers
o Densely-packed chains reduce surface energy, protect underlying surface from wear
• Low adhesion between surfaces even in the presence of water

o Friction coefficients vary widely by composition, density, and chain length
• μ reduced to <50% of value for bare silica

o Durability concerns

37
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Alkylsilane monolayer on 
silica

Booth et al., Langmuir, 2011

Alkanethiol monolayer on 
gold

Smith et al., Prog. in Surf. Sci., 2004

Objective
Perform MGI-style screening of monolayer 

lubricants using the MoSDeF toolkit to analyze 
structure-property relationships between 

monolayer chemistry and tribology 

Studying Monolayers with MD

q Functionalize two opposing surfaces with 
monolayer films, bring into contact, and shear

o Atomically rough, amorphous silica surfaces mimic 
experimental conditions

39

Constant velocity 
(10m/s)

Constant applied 
normal load

Studying Monolayers with MD

q Functionalize two opposing surfaces with 
monolayer films, bring into contact, and shear

o Atomically rough, amorphous silica surfaces mimic 
experimental conditions

q Analyze tribology by using the Derjaguin form of 
Amonton’s Law of Friction

o Perform simulations at several normal loads, friction vs. 
load relationship should be linear

o Intercept represents adhesion, slope represents the 
coefficient of friction
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Normal 
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μ

Terminal Group Chemistry
q Terminal groups form the boundary at the monolayer interface, thus having important effects on 

tribology
o Methyl most common - low surface energy

q Higher friction forces in hydroxyl-terminated monolayers
o Attributed to H-bonding across the monolayer interface

q Phenyl terminal groups can improve durability by resisting asperity  
penetration

q Only a few chemistries studied in the context of lubrication
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Yu et al., Tribol. Lett., 2009

Phenyl-terminated monolayer 
resisting compression

Constructing Alkylsilanes
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2-PyrroleNitrophenyl Fluoromethyl Phenyl

Nitro

Hydroxyl

Cyano

MethylMethoxyIsopropyl

FluorophenylEthyleneCyclopropyl

CarboxylAminoAcetyl



Constructing Alkylsilanes
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Chain length Effects
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Decreased coefficient of friction 
with increased chain length

Adhesion independent of 
chain length

Orientational ordering of 
monolayer chains increases 

with chain length

Coefficient of Friction vs Adhesion Force
q One might expect that higher adhesion force would give rise to higher coefficient of friction
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Adhesion Force

Terminal Group Effects
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Terminal Group Effects
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Increased sampling - Mixed monolayers
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100 different interface pairs (including like and unlike pairs )



Structure-Property Relationships: 
Assigning Molecular Descriptors

q Assign molecular descriptors to each terminal 
group

o Provides numerical values to use for correlation analyses

q Describe characteristics such as molecular shape, 
size, and charge distribution

q >100 molecular descriptors assigned to each 
terminal group using the RDKit open-source 
cheminformatics package*
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Asphericity

Plane-of-best-fit

Fractional 
negative VDW 
surface area

*http://www.rdkit.org/

Structure-Property Relationships: 
Coefficient of friction

q Moderate correlations between descriptors of 
molecular shape, charge distribution and COF

o VSA-fPPos (fractional positive polar van der Waals 
surface area)

o Asphericity
o VSA-fNeg (fractional negative van der Waals surface 

area)

q Reduced friction for groups that are non-spherical 
and have negative partial charges distributed onto 
larger atoms

q Similar analysis for adhesion force
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Summers et al., Examining Structure-Property Relationships in Lubricating 
Monolayer Films through Molecular Dynamics Screening. to be submitted, 2019 

Machine Learning: Feature Importance with Random Forest 

q Random forest is used to derive a predictive 
model for COF and F0

o Feature importances can be extracted to see 
what molecular properties contribute most to 
each tribological property

q COF appears to be influenced most by 
molecular shape

o hk-alpha relates to hybridization

• sp < sp2 < sp3

o Positive correlation indicates linear, planar 
molecules will have lower COF
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Feature importances for COF extracted 
from random forest

+ correlation
- correlation

Summers et al., Examining Structure-Property Relationships in Lubricating 
Monolayer Films through Molecular Dynamics Screening. to be submitted, 2019 

Feature Importance with Random Forest 
q Random forest is used to derive a 

predictive model for COF and F0

o Feature importances can be extracted to 
see what molecular properties 
contribute most to each tribological 
property

q F0 is dominated by charge 
distribution

o Low adhesion for terminal groups with a 
low polar surface area and w/o the ability 
to form inter-monolayer H-bonds
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Feature importances for F0 extracted 
from random forest

+ correlation
- correlation

Summers et al., Examining Structure-Property Relationships in Lubricating 
Monolayer Films through Molecular Dynamics Screening. to be submitted, 2019 



Next Steps
q Larger parameter set screening

o Other factors which affect tribological behavior
• Different tether chemistry  
• Multi-component monolayers

§ Mixed length, end-functionalization, tether chemistry
• Asymmetric functionalization - different end 

groups on tethers
§ For N ways to produce a monolayer, N(N+1)/2 

asymmetric 
functionalization scenarios

• Identified ~45,000 variations to be screened
• 2019 allocation (45M core hours) on Leadership 

Class supercomputer at Oak RIdge National 
Laboratory
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Diagram of chemical parameter space - w/ example SAM

a. b.

Diffusivity of Solvated Ionic Liquids through 
Molecular Dynamics Screening

q Fluid Interface Reaction Structure and Transport Center
o DOE Energy Frontier Reserch Center (2009-2022)
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Advancing Energy Storage
q Current energy storage devices are limited
q Supercapacitors store energy through electric 

double layer (EDL)
o High power density, low energy density

q Choice of electrolyte can enhance device 
performance

q Better understanding of electrolyte transport can 
lead towards more efficient supercapacitors
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Ionic Liquids as Electrolytes
q Ionic liquids (ILs) exhibit different properties in 

comparison to conventional electrolytes
o High electrochemical stability
o Slow transport properties (diffusivity, viscosity, conductivity)

q Slow transport negatively affects power density of energy 
storage device

o Solvate ionic liquids in organic solvents to mitigate slow transport

q Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations provide an atomic-
level viewpoint of these systems and the ability to vary 
system parameters
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Snapshot of BMIM-Tf2N-solvent system, Coloring: BMIM 
(Blue), Tf2N (Red), Solvent (Yellow)



Solvation Effects on IL Transport
q Previous Study: 

o Quasi elastic Neutron Studying and MD of 1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide 
([BMIM+]-[Tf2N-]) solvated in 5 unique solvents at 4 different concentrations

o Which solvent most increases ion diffusivity?
o Are there any trends related to ion diffusivity?
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Osti, N. C.; Van Aken, K. L.; Thompson, M. W.; Tiet, F.; Jiang, D.; Cummings, P. T.; 
Gogotsi, Y.; Mamontov, E. J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 2016, acs.jpclett.6b02587.

Cation	diffusivity	
decreases	as	

[BMIM+][Tf2N-]	
composition	
increases

Cation	diffusivity	
increases	with	
increasing	

solvent	dipole	
moment

q Large chemical space and complex interactions make it difficult to predict behavior of solvated IL
q Greatly expand parameter space through screening:

o 1 Ionic Liquid: [BMIM+]-[Tf2N-]
o 5 solvents -> 22 solvents
o 4 compositions -> 18 compositions
o 396 unique systems

Motivation for Screening
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Simulation Methods
q GROMACS 5.1.4 Simulation Engine
q OPLS-AA and CL&P Force Field Parameters

o Automatic parametrization in Foyer

q Simulation Steps:
o NVT Equilibration, NPT Equilibration, NPT Sample

q 30 ns sampling run with 1.5 fs time step
q T = 300 K, P = 1 bar
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Snapshot of BMIM-Tf2N-solvent system, Coloring: BMIM 
(Blue), Tf2N (Red), Solvent (Yellow)

Abraham,	M.	J.;	Murtola,	T.;	Schulz,	R.;	Páll,	S.;	Smith,	J.	C.;	Hess,	B.;	Lindah,	E.	SoftwareX	2015,	1–2,	19–25.	
Jorgensen,	W.	L.;	Maxwell,	D.	S.;	Tirado-Rives,	J.	J.	Am.	Chem.	Soc.	1996,	118	(15),	11225–11236.	
Canongia	Lopes,	J.;	Deschamps,	J.;	Padua,	A.	J.	Phys.	…	2004,	108,	2038–2047.	

Ion Diffusivity Decreases with Increasing IL 
Composition

q Highest ion diffusivity in [BMIM+] – [Tf2N-] with acetonitrile 
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No Correlation with Solvent Polarity
q Screening over a larger data set shows solvent polarity is not a good indicator of ion diffusivity
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Trend Between Ion and Solvent Diffusivity
q Separate simulations of pure solvents to gather diffusivities 
q Ionic liquids molecules more likely to exhibit increased molecular diffusivity in environment of 

molecules with faster motion
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Dion ∝ Dsolvent

⇒ Dion ∝ 1/ηsolvent

Conductivity
q Higher conductivity of electrolytes results in higher charging rates of supercapacitors

o Conductivity estimated through Nernst-Einstein Equation
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Conductivity
q Experimental conductivity measurements corroborate computational trends

o And new QENS study: Osti, N. C.; Matsumoto, R. A.; Thompson, M. W.; Cummings, P. T.; Tyagi, M.; Mamontov, E. 
Microscopic Dynamics in an Ionic Liquid Augmented with Organic Solvents. J. Phys. Chem. C 2019, 123 (32), 
19354–19361.
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M. W. Thompson, R. Matsumoto, R. L. Sacci, N. C. 
Sanders, P. T. Cummings, “Scalable Screening of Soft 
Matter: Case Study of Mixtures of Ionic Liquids in 
Organic Solvents,” J. Phys. Chem. B, 2019, 123(6), 
1340–1347. [10.1021/acs.jpcb.8b11527].



Conclusions
q To perform MGI-style screening of soft materials requires automating many steps currently largely 

performed by hand
q MoSDeF is an environment for automating molecular simulations 

o mBuild, Foyer, metaMDS, Signac….
o Everything is scriptable - important for screening

q Simulations performed within MoSDeF are completely reproducible
o All steps are scripted, which can be distributed online through github
• In line with identified best practices for reproducibility of computational research

q MoSDeF is being co-developed with other groups interested in transparency, reproducibility, 
usability, and extensibility (TRUE)
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Conclusions
q Examples of materials screening enabled by MoSDeF and other tools (Signac flow)
q Nanoscale lubrication

o Developed a model for lubrication performance based on molecular descriptors
o Currently being extended from 820 distinct simulations to ~45,000

q Diffusivity of ionic liquids in organic solvents
o Screened over 396 solvated IL systems
o Acetonitrile-based systems exhibit fastest transport, alternatives exist
o Maximum conductivity at intermediate ionic liquid composition
o Correlation is consistent with Stokes-Einstein
• Expanding parameter space through screening revealed true basis for trends in ion diffusivity and conductivity

q All resources available on github with version control
o MoSDeF Hub - https://github.com/mosdef-hub
o Foyer - https://github.com/mosdef-hub/foyer and mBuild - https://github.com/mosdef-hub/mbuild 
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